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Introduction

Welcome from Marcus Romer
I was delighted to be asked by UK Theatre to make this guide document. I have put this together
from first hand experience of being a digital early adopter and live stream advocate. I wanted to
make it user friendly to get you and your teams started. The process of learning by doing, and
adopting a creative and iterative approach has been my method for developing new live to digital
work.
When I was AD of Pilot I developed the Shift Happens conferences, and started developing live
streamed theatre productions and events. This practice enabled me to further develop film and
digital projects, and more conference work for No Boundaries with Arts Council England and the
British Council.
I am now working with Arts organisations to help them build their strategic and digital capacity,
and developing new live to digital projects.
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How to Use this Guide
Welcome to this easy to use guide that can help you to get started with live streaming
your work.
The purpose of this document is to give you and your teams the guidance you need to
making live to digital work, in the form of live streaming.
The document is put together as a set of slides that include information about - How
to start, Who you will need, What you can use, and how you can develop your work in
house.
There are colour coded areas so you can follow your own path through the slides
within the document and click through to the relevant slides and information.
There are live links on some of the slides to also enable you and your teams to visit
external sites for further information.
There is a home button on each page which takes you back to the contents page
where you can follow your own journey through the information, and find the sections
that are relevant to you.
These slides can be shared as a presentation, which runs through in a logical
sequence, or as a document for teams and staﬀ in your organisation.
There are also sections on Rights, Technical equipment you might need and also some
guideline equipment budgets to get you started from under £1k, under £5k and under
£20k.
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So just click the Home button below to get started

Payments and Rights
Let’s cut to the chase - it is worth pointing out that this is the subject area that causes most of
the complications and issues, and often these are the stumbling block to getting a project oﬀ
the ground.
But the good news is that there are guidelines and checklists available to help, as well as new
initiatives that are being developed at the moment.
The Space supported by UK Theatre, is currently beginning a consultation process with UK arts
organisations, funders, trade unions and other relevant parties, exploring the feasibility of a
digital rights framework for the publicly-funded arts. It’s first aim is to agree standardised
definitions for terminology in relation to digital rights usage before seeing if consensus can be
achieved regarding minimum terms.
This framework aims to be in place by the end of 2017, but don’t let this be a reason to
not start exploring a live stream programme strategy sooner than that.
Things to consider for you will be Artist payments, buyouts, individual negotiations with actors,
creative teams, in house team costs, production costs, as well as fees for the filming and
delivery team.
There is a great checklist from Harbottle & Lewis with Artscape on the UK Theatre Website here
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In the meantime - the key thing is to get the creative team on board at the point of contract. To
put the live stream clause in place. A line in the budget can be set aside to cover the payments
for the team(s) and you can decide who you need to cover in your budget for this.
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Background stuﬀ

You want to get started, right? But it might just be useful to look at the current landscape of activity and methods that are out there that
you might be familiar with. There are 4 levels of delivery at the moment.
The ‘NT Live’ method, which is a live and on demand relay into cinemas. This is a via satellite and has a full outside broadcast
support team to deliver this. Many other organisations use this too, including the RSC, Kenneth Branagh Company. It was pioneered
originally by The New York Metropolitan Opera back in 2007/8. The term ‘Event Cinema’ covers a whole new genre of work in this
area.
The Digital Theatre option, which records and produces digital copies of the work that are available for download or on demand
viewing. The emphasis here is not on live broadcast but a captured film version of the piece.
The live online webstream. This is where the term livestream is most used, and recent examples of this are ‘The Encounter’ and
Beware of Pity by Complicite from the Barbican. This was delivered by the team from the Riverside Studios who have been
specialising in live to digital broadcasts for over a decade now. The Space has been a leading organisation in developing this area of
work and there are also other companies who can oﬀer this service, and they include Pilot and Kinura
Social Media streaming digital video. Here you can stream live in HD - with Facebook Live, Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat.
Snapchat and Instagram tend to have younger demographic reach. They too can be used to create and curate stories in real time. These
can disappear after 24 hours and encourage the creation of more stories.
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Why Livestream? Why Capture?
It is really important to work out what you want to capture, and how important is to for it to be a live broadcast?
Capturing work is really useful. It can be archived, maybe used for broadcast later. It can be stored on your website or digital
archive and can be used as a resource for your organisation.
The Live element can be really key for you if you want to share something new, some new information, a new piece of work,
something that is unique that you have made, produced that you would like to share with a wider or a new audience.
Like making any piece of work, the key consideration is who is the audience for this piece? Where can we find them? and how
can we best reach them with this work.
The research has shown us that there are diﬀerent audiences for event cinema and live streaming. Maybe this fits in with your
audience development strategy? Maybe you want to give an insight into your rehearsal room? or a new education project? or a
behind the scenes view of the design and making process?
The areas you might want to focus on are
• Accessing new audiences
• Extending the reach of your work
• Promoting your activity
• Generating revenue
Each of these have value but realistically all will not generate revenue for you. It is therefore important to understand your reasons
and rationale for your decision about what you would like to achieve.
Considering your audience development strategy is key here, and to streamline your aims and objectives about reach and
engagement in your business plan.
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Access and Audiences
A really compelling aspect of working in this area is that live streaming has increased the opportunities for you to develop greater
access and therefore increased engagement for your audiences.
This can be in terms of live captioning, so you can have live subtitles on your capture feed. This is now possible with integrated
work via StageText. Here live typists get a feed of the stream 30 seconds before it goes to the cloud, and they can live subtitle
and caption the stream before it gets to the online viewers.
This was first road tested at No Boundaries in 2014 in a live stream and remote delivery online between venues.
This is actually an extraordinary opportunity and perfect for building into your budget line. The next stage for this is translation of
captions and again worth considering, as there are an increasing number of applications that can assist you on this.
It is fairly straightforward to add in captions to your online video on YouTube. There are companies out there who can help you to
deliver this at a relatively low cost rev.com
Also an Audio Description feed can also be added in, and also the feed from the technical department running the show, if that is
part of your strategic plan.
All of these are about the creative interventions with this form and sharing of your work, and ensuring that the transition from Live
to Digital encompasses and enables greater access for your audiences.
Things to consider - captions, translated captions, live BSL interpretation.
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Who is it for?
Who has initiated the idea about streaming and why?
The Chief Executive, Artistic Director, Education, Marketing team or Technical team may have all voiced a wish to get
something going. What is needed is a clarity of purpose. That way you can then manage expectations, and also budgets.
As mentioned it can range from handheld social media live streaming from a rehearsal room, through to a full multi camera
capture and live feed onto your own bespoke media player online. The clear imperative is about audience and your reasons
about reach and engagement.
Who is delivering it and how?
Are you building an in-house team?
Are you contracting the work out?
What resources for equipment and training do you have?
One of the key factors is to ensure that the team and the whole organisation are aware of the project and when it is happening,
and to understand the purpose of the event.
The other key consideration is about rights and IP and to ensure that you have these all covered first.
There are details here about how you might ensure that all the rights have been covered
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What do you want to capture?
When you have decided to make a start, then here are some things you might want to consider
with your team.
• What is the event? How does the style and content of the activity inform the decisions about the
equipment and infrastructure required for the capturing?
• Where is the event? are there any considerations or constraints that might inform decisions about
audio levels, camera angles, available internet connections.
• Consider your access requirements, how close do you need to get without compromising your
audience. What lens types you might therefore need to accommodate this.
• How is it being performed? A one-person show will require diﬀerent equipment and personnel
than a 20 strong contemporary dance performance.
• Think through how best to capture the content from a creative as well as a practical perspective.
How many people are involved?
• How long does it last?
• Where will it be watched? This can include on what devices and also in which possibly shared
locations
• If it is on a shared big screen this could change the sort of camera shots you might do as
opposed to people watching on their iPhones or laptops.
The distribution model is key to consider at the start of the process. Where is this going to sit?
How will people and your potential new audiences know about it?
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What staﬀ will you need?
In terms of Production - You will need a project leader role or a Producer, who may be in
overall control of the event.
Plus input from the team to cover some or all of the following aspects.
Direction and Artistic choices, camera operation, sound operator, lighting and electrical
support.
So your usual technical support team for any production really.
If you are using multiple cameras, you will need someone to mix vision mix the images
that are being captured by the camera operators.
Across the rest of your organisation there will be input and delivery from Marketing and
Communications teams, Admin support as well as IT and web support that will be
needed at some point.
The fact that you have already communicated to the whole team the purpose for doing
this will enable a smoother start to getting you started.
One key issue is preparation and rehearsal. Like any creative project, running through
and preparing for the event and the delivery are essential.
Running through a test version of a major livestream performance event would be
advisable to test the technology, the team and the output.
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Space
There are a few things to consider here, one is the actual space that you are going to run the
capture event in.
Another is the online space or place where the live to digital capture is going to sit and be
accessed.
So physically, is it your auditorium? your rehearsal room? or is it a venue you are touring into?
How is the acoustic? Is it lit already? Are there sounds from outside that are going to have to be
sorted?
The physical space required to undertake a live to digital project really depends on the scale you
can operate in.
You need to think about camera position(s) and where you can observe from and place the
equipment you need to create your own vision mixing position.
The other key space consideration is where this is going to be delivered. Is it to a screen on a
mobile phone, a tablet or computer? Or is it going to be projected into a public space for a remote
audience? Here we need to focus on the projector and sound in the remote venue or location.
In terms of accessing the capture you also need to think about space in terms of a page on the
website, and space in marketing and promotional materials.
Do you need to think about programming in your live to digital output and placing this in your
existing materials? Does this evolve into a new scheduled strand for your work.
In addition to this, how you are going let your audiences know about this? How can you best
capture the data and information about your online, digital live stream viewers or participants?
Which platforms or spaces will this piece be best suited to? These platforms are covered here
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What stuﬀ will you need to do this?

In very basic terms every capture for livestream requires the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

A Camera
A Microphone
Something to encode those inputs into ‘stream data’
An internet connection
A streaming platform.

You can then add in a range of extras or additional layers in each of these areas. (multiple
cameras / computer for titles and credits
What Scale are you aiming for?
• Full TV style outside broadcast set up
• Multi-camera / Multi operator set up
• Smaller-scale & multi-camera / single operator
• Single camera & Laptop
• Mevo style kit
• iPhone or similar or handheld tablet
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What cameras do you need?

Starting at the next entry level - using a camera like a USB webcam is a simple way of trying things out.
These sorts of cameras by-pass the need for external vision mixers and complex software encoding the
signal.
Small studio shows / one-person performances and simple single ‘Point of View’ streams can be tried very
cost eﬀectively this way. This sort of camera for all its advantages will usually lack zoom, manual focus,
iris, white balance and gain controls which helps capture creative work in a more ‘fit for purpose’ way.
Moving up a level again there are systems like the Mevo Camera
This new breed of camera takes an ultraHD sensor and using the accompanying software crops into a
720P image allowing the user to set up Multiple diﬀerent ‘angles’ and do some basic panning and
zooming from 1 single point.
Utilising an HD camera with an HDMI output or an SDI output - is a great next step forward. This means
that the content you are filming stays in the digital realm and the quality will see a marked improvement.
Cabling and connectivity is more straightforward and it will often do-away with the need for standard
convertors.
Clearly there are a range of high end cameras, remote cameras, booms, telescopic arms and full range
broadcast equipment - but for our purposes we are starting with making practical first steps to understand
how and what you can do to make a start.
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Getting started

The best way to get started, is to get started…learning by doing and making mistakes that
you can build from is key. By simply getting an old video camera, or a smartphone you can
apply quite a low cost approach to your first forays into the field
By building an ‘ad hoc’ kit from existing cameras is also a good starting point. You can pick
up equipment cheaply online too
A smartphone oﬀers a great entry point into this world. They contain a great camera, a
reasonable mic, a powerful computer and a network connection.
One of the most important considerations if you are planning on using a mobile phone to
stream is to think about the stability of the image. So if there is one thing that will transform
your output it is this - Use a tripod.
Remember, try the stuﬀ out, rehearse and play with it first!
Sound advice for a mobile phone stream
Good audio is more critical for viewers than quality of visual image, and people are a lot
more forgiving of the image, if the sound is crystal clear. So use a microphone.
You can add additional microphones cheaply too
There are a range of options to enable better audio capture
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Where do you want it to go?
Delivery Platforms for Mobile streaming
The advantage of a smartphone is that it oﬀers is a range of simple
apps to deal with the encoding and transmission of streamed
content.
Consideration needs to be given to your chosen platform as the
apps available are often linked to the platform
Facebook live
Livestream producer
U-Stream
Periscope
Instagram
Snapchat
All oﬀer proprietary apps that integrate directly into their platform
To stream via YouTube or an alternative server
You can use apps like Wirecast
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This is the mobile version of the encoding live mixer interface which
can be used for full HD and 4K streaming which is covered in the
next section too

Platforms and Places
Where do you want to host this? How long will it be available for? How will you know who
watches it? There is social media streaming and there is capture and archive online streaming
There are a there are a variety of apps and companies who can host the work for you online,
enabling you to grab the URL of the ‘white label’ player they provide and embed this onto your
website or a special page.
We will cover the social media aspects here
The use of your own player that you can embed into your own site, which you can password
protect, or make it open to view. YouTube and Vimeo work really well. You can build a password
protected video file or a page on your site, and embed the player onto your site very easily. You
can time limit the duration of the page.
So it could be for the live event only. It could then stay up for an agreed duration. This could
range from 24 hours to 7 days depending on what agreements you have made with your teams.
One of the advantages of the capture process is that you will clearly have the file of the material
for your future archive. You can choose to replay this in an ‘on demand’ way.
You can also use the sign in on the page to view the stream to capture the data of your audience
that would be of use for your organisation.
The key aspect is to have already planned the audiences you are aiming to reach, and where they
might be, and why this piece of work will be the right project to test this.
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Social media streaming
Facebook

Facebook Live - is a point and go video function that allows you to stream live video straight onto your
Facebook page. The advantage of this is that your followers get a notification that you are live, and you
can also trail the event with a series of posts as part of the build up to the event.
The key advantage of this is that it is a low cost, high impact way of reaching your followers and
supporters. Also if you set your privacy settings to public for the stream, then it can be shared more
widely. The video stays on your page and is stored as an archive. It is possible to grab the URL for this
and to post it online across other social or communication outlets.
It is also possible to subtitle and to caption your Facebook Live video after the event. This is more
complex than captioning on Youtube, as you have to create a file to upload alongside the video.
There is a how to use Facebook Live video here
And a how to caption the Facebook video after it has been published onto your page
Facebook Live key points Facebook Live can be accessed through any Facebook account.
Facebook Live content is available to Facebook's 1.65 billion users worldwide.
Users watch live videos for 3x longer than regular videos (Social Media Today).
Live streams live permanently on Facebook unless deleted by user.
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Social media streaming
Twitter

Periscope - is an app that works on the Twitter platform. It is similar to Facebook Live in that it
allows you to stream straight from your mobile device across the Twitter network.
So again your followers can see and engage and possibly Retweet and share your live content.
Integration with Twitter that lets users Tweet links to their Periscope session.
Over 10 million active users who watch 40 years worth of live streaming video per day (via Tech
Crunch).
Live streams live on Periscope forever unless users choose to make them available for only 24
hours.
The video stays as an archive on the tweet you create when you go live with the Periscope app.
So this again can be resent out or the link to the tweet or the video be cross posted to your
other channels and networks.
Both of these are good for short, on the fly moments. Maybe a short Q and A, an interview with
a designer, or someone working on a project. They are often used in a more journalistic style of
live moment captures
Here is a link to the Periscope information page
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Social media streaming
Instagram and Snapchat

Instagram is combining the best of Snapchat and Periscope to help you get comfortable on
camera. Rather than overlap with Facebook Live and Messenger, Instagram is putting an
ephemeral spin on video streaming and private messaging
Instagram Live lets you broadcast video to your followers in real-time, but they can only watch
while you’re still streaming. No replays. But you will be able to browse an algorithmically
curated Explore page of the best Instagram Live videos happening right now.
And if you don’t feel like sharing a doodle and text-covered Instagram Stories post to all your
followers, you’ll be able to send it as a ephemeral Direct message to just a few of your closest
friends. But they can only watch it twice before it disappears
Snapchat is unique in that all photos and videos only last a brief amount of time before they
disappear forever, making the app ephemeral in nature, though you can take a screenshot of
snaps to save them in picture form
Snapchat has evolved into a mix of private messaging and public content, including brand
networks, publications, and live events such as sports and music. According to survey studies
conducted in March 2016, the personal oriented messaging was still being accessed by users
more than the publicly oﬀered content that was being presented. 71% of users surveyed said
that they preferred the app for its chat, messaging, and imaging services
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Video - next steps
So you are ready to make a start, to capture and to stream live. There are some things to consider.
Bear in mind that a lot of the DSLR cameras, which are often favoured by film-makers and videographers
for making trailers and short films will only stay ‘live’ for a short time (often as little as 10mins) So
unfortunately for streaming they are limited.
The live production cameras developed by BlackMagicDesign are a really good product to start to build a
higher end streaming kit. They have a 4K sensor (Twice the resolution of HD) and this can sometimes be
referred to as Ultra HD.
They have interchangeable lenses and are configured to run for hours at a time with a clean direct HDMI or
SDI output makes them very flexible and great for streaming.
When you make the move up to multiple camera feeds consideration need to be give to the locations of
the cameras and also the sorts of shots that you are framing.
A good rule of thumb is to have camera positions on either side of the auditorium each staﬀed by an
operator who can zoom and pan to the follow action from this static position. Use these two together with
1 locked oﬀ camera at the rear of the auditorium and this will allow good general coverage and also enable
close-ups and more intimate engagement with performers on stage.
The opportunity to be able to mix high quality closeups with full stage shots gives a more engaging
viewing experience on screen.
Learning by doing and testing is part of the process. What best suits the work you are wanting to share,
and what gives the best viewing experience online?
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Mixing it up
Once you extend your system beyond one simple source - (perhaps you want to add additional camera
angles, or a computer for prerecorded materials or titles) then some sort of system is required to mix
those elements.
There is lots in favour of the VR-50HD from Roland - the fact that it is able to take in a variety of
diﬀerent sources with ease (including things like VGA from computers and analogue composite from
older cameras makes it a very robust centre to any live streaming set up
The ATEM switchers from BlackMagicDesign similarly are a great central control space for your live
streaming setup.
They oﬀer all the options to mix between cameras, balance a variety of audio sources, add media
layers etc and can expand to control colour balance etc between a set of cameras manage talkback to
your operators and even with the right lenses on the cameras oﬀer zoom and focus controls too.
Generally speaking most of the physical interface mixers run the same sort of user interface - akin to a
traditional broadcast switching suite.
There are some applications that oﬀer a similar opportunity to mix between cameras / add audio
sources and apply media layers or play pre-recorded clips.
The most ubiquitous of these seems to be Wirecast
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Computer Hardware Considerations

It is important to bear in mind that if you are running a complex system with Wirecast as
your central control it relies very heavily on the power of your computer.
Being able to handle multiple video streams requires (not only the right sort of hardware to
get the signal into the computer) but also a fast and powerful computer to manage the
data.
Devices known as video capture cards are more commonplace now and quite an aﬀordable
option now. Some allow multiple inputs and some just one at a time
If you already have a basic camcorder and a laptop - you can add something like the
intensity card for USB (above) and run Wirecast for Youtube (which is a free download) and
right away be able to add titles, playback prerecorded material, add additional audio
channels without having a large resource outlay.
Most organisations will have access to a good desktop or laptop that can power and
handle the needs for a livestream.
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Encoding and Recording

The advantage with mixing software like Wirecast is that it also encodes the stream and uploads it to
your streaming host (Facebook / YouTube / U-Stream / Dacast) many platforms oﬀer their own propriety
versions of this mixing encoding software.
Often it is possible to record the mix locally too.
It is important to keep in mind that the more things you are asking 1 computer to do (capture video and
audio sources / mix them / encode them / record them) the more strain this will put on the central
computer.
Often utilising hardware solutions for some or all of these functions is a more stable option, video mixers
together with a hardware based recorder is a good option.
Atomos Ninja
Black Magic Design Video Assist
This set up would still utilise a capture card (to get the mixed video signal in) and encoding software to
send the stream via a computer to the web.
It is possible to run hardware based encoders too, such as Teradek
This sort of system will take the video signal either from a basic camera or a fully mixed production and
encode it and then transmit it to your streaming platform directly - without the need for a computer.
This sort of system can be more stable and robust - but also will free up a computer perhaps for
playback of titles / credits or pre-recorded material.
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Sound Advice
It is absolutely essential that every opportunity is taken to ensure that speech is clear from
stage.
In case where the show is radio mic’ed a feed should be taken from the sound mixing desk
straight into the camera or the vision mixer. Ideally a separate feed should be taken for sound
FX too, allowing you to balance between spoken word and underscoring or sound FX.
Where there is no option to do this or the actors are not mic’ed up utilising good field recording
techniques can help transform the experience for the online viewer.
The theory goes that the audience in the auditorium are getting a good balance of speech and
sound track, so if you can place the type of mics that (or multiple mics) that will pick up the
same sound and send it into the vision mixer or the camera in the highest quality aﬀordable this
will be a good solution. As with the cameras there are many many diﬀerent approaches styles
and costs.
A key consideration again is preserving the live experience for the audience in the room without
interfering too much with sight-lines or the creative integrity of the play.
Something like a pair of DPA Microphones is a powerful solution - with a low noise floor it
allows you to really boost the signal coming into your mixer to get a good transparent live
sound without hum.
Other organisations favour shotgun style mics such as these from Rode
There are pros and cons with every technique and with every product - so it becomes all the
more important to consider the project you are thinking about doing, the opportunity you’ll have
to capture other sources such as a feed from the mixing desk, the numbers involved on stage,
what sort of live sound it is, where your mics will be, how your cables will run.
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The chances are that you’ll want to get mics positioned closer to the action than the cameras
will need to be. It is also crucial if you are thinking about investing in equipment to consider the
suitability across a range of projects coming up within your programme.

Internet speeds and connections
On occasions when you are planning on streaming live one of the most important components is the internet
connection. Specifically the upload speed on the connection. www.speedtest.net are a useful tool for checking
speed. Generally speaking as a rule of thumb if the following upload speed will allow you to stream at these
resolutions:
13+ mbps: 4K (ultraHD) video
3 - 6 mbps: 1080p
1.5 - 4 mbps: 720p
500 kbps to 2mbps: 480p
400 kbps to 1mbps: 360p
300 - 700 kbps: 240p
It is better to err on the side of caution - your online viewers will appreciate the stream more if it is stable even if the
resolution is lower. trying to stream too high a resolution without enough bandwidth on your connection will create a
stream that ‘judders’ and stops and starts.
Connections come in all sorts of shapes and sizes - there is a ‘stability and speed hierarchy’ which looks a bit like this
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

An exclusive wired Cat 5 or ethernet connection.
A standard wired connection on a shared network
A private wifi connection
A shared wifi connection
A public hotspot
A 4G USB dongle
A 4G wifi hotspot.
A 3G dongle or you're mobile phone.

It is essential to get advise from the IT / network team in the building you are working in and test out the connection not just for speed but actually trying a stream too. There may be firewalls / proxies that mean it doesn't connect in the
way that you need. Also don't assume that the hierarchy above always applies. There are occasions where a mobile
3G signal was faster and more stable than the internet connection in the building.
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Marketing and Messaging
As part of your overall audience development plan, it would be great if your livestream and live to digital work was
also in brochure and print copies - both on and oﬄine. The scheduling of work is just as important in this realm as
we are dealing with live as well as live to digital work.
Good trail messaging and links to the platform and the time are again key to this. Working across your social and
online messaging spaces to encourage sign up (to receive a code or link) or to provide a try before you buy trailer
or additional content.
The messaging about the online and on demand duration are also useful. So it acts in the same way as the i-Player
model that it can be there for 7 days or however long or short you decide.
Provide additional content that is a bonus for online and streaming viewers. This will also encourage your live ticket
buying attendees to revisit and see a the work from a diﬀerent point of view or bonus ‘Director’s Cut’ material.
Certainly your approach to how you present your Live to Digital oﬀer needs addressing across the whole
organisation, and to look for ways that help to develop and extend your the oﬀer for your audience.
Working in partnership with other organisations to host your stream is a useful way of platform distribution. This
was recently deployed by Complicite and their Beware of Pity show from the Barbican. Here the ‘white label’ player
was oﬀered to any participating theatre company or arts organisation who wanted to share the hosting. This
network collaboration approach is a useful and encouraging development in this area.
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Budget for equipment - under £1k
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Budget for equipment - under £5k
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Budget for equipment - under £20k
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The following are reference slides

Links and references to further reading

For further information please contact
Marcus Romer
Home
marcus@artsbeacon.uk
additional thanks to Ben Pugh for the technical advice

Event Cinema
Event Cinema was set up at the start of the century with rock concerts by Bon Jovi (2001), David Bowie (2003), and
Robbie Williams (2005) bringing non-film audiences into cinemas that had newly installed digital equipment.
The Metropolitan Opera in New York is acknowledged as the trailblazer in this area, aggressively seeking out new
markets and setting high standards for live broadcasts via satellite. Emulated by other opera houses worldwide such
as the Royal Opera House following a close second, Glyndebourne, La Scala and the Sydney Opera House the
genre of opera within the 'Event Cinema' industry has been a huge success, and has brought new, younger
audiences into cash-strapped opera houses depended on state funding and wealthy benefactors for the first time an unforeseen and happy consequence of digitisation
Ballet and theatre have also been very successful, as have rock concerts, both live and recorded. The UK's National
Theatre has been a huge success here with their season of live broadcasts under the banner 'NT Live', featuring big
name casts such as Helen Mirren, whose recent turn as Queen Elizabeth II in The Audience was a sell out
everywhere.
The Globe and the Royal Shakespeare Company, The Almeida and Hampstead Theatre are also producing work for
live broadcast and recorded exhibition. As digitisation of cinemas matures, the Event Cinema industry is growing.
The strongest territory is the US, followed by the UK and mainland European territories.
Recent additions include Pompeii Live, a unique exhibition by the UK's British Museum, featuring celebrities and
curators taking the audience on a live tour around the recreated set of Pompeii within the museum itself, and they
are also exploring the schools market for the first time, following the live broadcast on June 18 with a daytime
broadcast aimed at UK schools for the first time.
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Links and references to further reading

The Event Cinema Association Resources and info link
The Space resources and info link
More2Screen Case Studies
Miracle Theatre Nesta final report link
NT Live behind the scenes
ACE - Digital Policy Plan and Guidelines
Impact of Event Cinema
ROH live cinema programme
Digital Theatre
Harbottle & Lewis and Artscape checklist
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